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Palmse Trailer
The largest manufacturer of agricultural and road construction trailers in the Nordic countries











	20 years
of experience


	20 000
trailers


	100+
models


	10 000 m2
of production area
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CONTAINER TRAILERS
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CATTLE TRAILERS
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DUMPER TRAILERS
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MACHINERY TRAILERS
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PLATFORM TRAILERS
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GRAIN TRAILERS
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NEW! CONVEYOR BELT TRAILER
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Greater endurance! Most of the boxes and frames at Palmse Trailer are made by robotic welding.A wide selection of different tailgates. Choosing the right backdoor makes the working process faster and more simple.The trailer has passed quality control and hydraulic pressure testing before being shipped out.The bent side profile provides greater strength.Depending on the model, it is possible to choose suspension and both air and hydraulic brakes.







Feedback
I like that Palmse Trailer sales manager is only a quick phone call or e-mail away and answers quickly. I can get good advice and information about different products and accessories. So it makes selling process smooth. 

Keep reading
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Joonas Koskinen




I am really satisfied with the Palmse Trailer trailer. Works as it should and helps to do what is needed.

Keep reading
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Mika Seitz
Joensuu, Soome






Find a reseller
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	Container trailers
	Cattle trailers


	Dump trailers
	Machinery trailers


	Platform trailers
	Grain trailers


	Conveyor belt trailer
	Contact





	Palmse Metall OÜ
	Võsupere, Haljala, Lääne-Virumaa 45405
	info@palmsetrailer.eu
	+372 326 0290
	+372 5645 0047
	Privacy policy



Ask for an offerAsk for an offer





 














First and last name *

Company


Telephone *

E-mail address *


Model *-Choose-
DUMPER TRAILER
PT350-D
PT350-P
PT600
PT700
PT800
PT900E
PT1000
PT1000E
PT1000E-1A
PT1000IS
PT1011
PT1216
PT1217
PT1300E
PT1300E-SB
PT1300IS
PT1300ISHYS-MB
PT1300MB
PT1300SB
PT1308E-PS
PT1317SB
PT1600MB
PT1600SB
PT1610E-PS-K80
PT1610E-PS-TE50
PT1620L-MB
PT1620L-SB
PT1620MB
PT1620SB
PT1622L-MB
PT1622L-SB
PT1700
PT1720
PT1720L
PT1725K-SB
PT1725K-SB
PT1900MB
PT1900SB
PT1900SB KV
PT1920MB
PT1920SB
PT1922L-MB
PT1922L-MB-F
PT1922L-SB
PT2012
PT2021
PT2023
PT2025K-HS
PT2221
PT2223
PT2226
PT2228
PT2228K
PLATFORM TRAILER
PT31250F
PT3650
PT3750PS
PT3800
PT3925
PT3925-19T
PT3980F
CATTLE/LIVESTOCK TRAILER
PT4430
PT4650
PT4650-HS
PT4800
PT4800-HS
MACHINERY TRAILER
PT5350
PT5750
PT5850
PT8610
LIVE BOTTOM TRAILER
PT9820 FLOW
GRAIN TRAILER
PT125
PT150
PT150SB
PT190
HOOKLIFT TRAILER
ML115S
ML117S-SB
ML414
ML414PS



Towing eye-Choose-
40 mm
50 mm
K80 mm



Tailgate type-Choose-
Hanging backdoor
Right converted backdoor
Hydraulic backdoor with extensions
Hanging backdoor opening to the right
Volume backdoor
Hydr. backdoor opening to the right




Brake typeAirHydro

Message in free form *

According to regulations, there must be an acceptance to privacy policy . Please tick the box.



















































